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TWO DOOR SYNCHRONISED 
OPERATION SET

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Door 1

Door 2

Closing Jamb

Closing Jamb

Mark the fixing positions of the centre cable brackets to the top of each of the two doors as 
shown above. Please note the respective positions of each bracket to the edges of each door. 
Once marked remove the brackets. Do not fix into position at this stage.

IMPORTANT Install all of the fittings shown 
below BEFORE installing the top tracks into 
the pocket door frames.

Firstly install the horizontal cable rollers into 
the ends of each of the top tracks as shown 
in diagrams A & B above.

Connect the two tracks together at the ends 
WITHOUT the horizontal cable rollers, 
using the track jointing kit as shown 
in diagram C above.
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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Next attach the cable to the centre cable brackets (at this stage not fixed to the doors) and around the horizontal 
cable rollers as per the five stages shown below. Once installed the cable should be tight and when viewed from 
below should look like the below diagram. Ie) a tight oval shape.
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Horizontal Cable RollerHorizontal Cable Roller
Centre Cable Bracket

Centre Cable Bracket

1. Take the first centre cable bracket and fix one end 
of the cable to the left hand fixing bolt / lock washer 
as shown in diagram D.

E

2. Feed the cable around the left 
hand horizontal cable roller as 
shown in diagram E.

4. Feed the cable around the 
right hand horizontal cable roller 
as shown in diagram H.

5. Cut the cable to the required length 
such as to achieve the tight oval 
shape, detailed and described at the 
top of page 2. Then fix this end of 
the cable to the right hand fixing bolt / 
lock washer on the first centre cable 
bracket as shown in diagram J.
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Opposite side

3. Feed the cable through the 
second centre cable bracket as 
shown in diagram F. The cable 
needs to be fed through both 
fixing bolts / lock washers and 
secured as shown, forming an 
elongated “S” shape.

Once all of the installation stages have been carried out as above, install the now double track 
(joined) into the two pocket door frames, in accordance with the standard single door 
fitting instructions.

Now install the complete two door pocket door set into the opening in the stud wall partitioning.
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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Now the doors can be installed into the pocket door 
assembly. This should be done in accordance with 
the standard single door fitting instructions with the 
door being offered up at a 45-degree angle as 
shown above. The hanger brackets already installed 
on the top of the doors are inserted over the roller 
hanger bolts which are already installed into the top 
track, again as shown in the standard single door 
fitting instructions.

Install the left-hand door first, and once the roller 
hanger bolts have been secured to the hanger 
brackets on the top of the door, fix the left-hand 
centre cable bracket to the middle of the top edge of 
the door, in the pre-marked position. (see page 1).

Repeat the process for the right-hand door.


